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1. How to start using the eHops (personal study plan tool)
You can find the eHops tool by logging in to WebOodi at https://weboodi.uwasa.fi
eHops can be found under “My studies”. Click “Study plan”-button.

In the opening window you can see your study right(s) that are valid at the moment. Here you
can choose your graduation year and make your study plan for two years, until 2018. After
choosing the year please remember to press “Save”.
After this step, press “Create a new study plan”

In the following window you need to choose the study plan template indicated for your study
right. Press “Choose”.
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Now you can start creating your study plan. You can name your study plan or keep the
automatically generated name that is showing. The study plan automatically includes the study
modules that all the students must take, for example obligatory studies, general and language
studies as well as other studies. Select the modules and press Save.

2. Moving between the different tabs
The most essential functions for creating your study plan can be found as shown in the
following picture. Each of the different tabs are presented in the following sections.

2.1. Structure of the HOPS
On this tab you can find all the study modules and courses that are part of your study plan
either as obligatory or optional studies.
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Clicking the course code takes you
to the course description.
The icon of the teacher shows that it is
possible to register to the course.
By clicking the icon, you can get to
registration.
The icon of the blank paper opens to
a box where you set goals for yourself
and later on write a self-evaluation. If
you choose the option “Visible to
advisors”, your study advisor can
read your goals and self-evaluation.
In the right side of the window you can
see the amount of ECTS credits of each
course and the Set up a schedule button.
By clicking the Set up a schedule button
you can schedule the course to a certain
semester. If the course does not have a
certain amount of ECTS credits (instead
it is scaled for example 5-10 ECTS) you
can fill in the amount of ECTS yourself.
After this total amount of ECTS is shown
accordingly. Remember to save the
changes in the end.
After completing the course, the Set up a schedule button is changed into the date of
completion of the course. In addition, the row shows the amount of completed ECTS and the
grade. In the beginning of the row there is also a green checkmark indicating that the course
has been completed.
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You can follow completed and planned studies during the study time. eHops tool shows also
the minimum extent of each study module and the entire degree. Some courses can show as
obligatory in two different modules so some modules can remain below the minimum
requirement. You can send the study plan to acceptance even if some modules would not be
full. However, the number of the total ECTS of the degree that is shown in the bottom line has
to be full. A course can only appear in one place in your study plan.

Example. The minimum extent of the degree is 120 ECTS of which at the moment 90 ECTS have
been planned in the study plan. Already completed are 2 ECTS.

2.1. Adding courses
By clicking Add button you can add courses to your study plan. The button is shown only in such
modules that can be completed by adding courses.

If you press Add button for Alternative courses or Optional courses, you come to a page where
you can choose courses from a list. You can pick courses to your study plan by clicking Add.
When you have chosen all the required courses you can return to the degree structure by
clicking Back.
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Courses can be added also freely from all the available courses. This is done for example in
module “Other Studies” or sometimes at “Optional Studies”. Courses can be added by clicking
Add courses to Other Studies. You can search courses by their name, code, organization or field
of study. Choose from the list the desired courses by ticking the box before the course code. By
clicking Add to study plan you can add the selected course(s) to your degree structure.

2.2. Schedule
On the Schedule tab you can see all the courses included in your personal study plan and
schedule them in different semesters and academic years. All courses do not need to be
scheduled at the beginning. After scheduling courses please remember to press Calculate and
save after which the tool will inform you how many ECTS you have planned to take each
semester and academic year. Also the schedules made in the Structure of the HOPS tab will be
updated here. Please note that in general the courses are organized once each academic year.
You should check the course timetables in Lukkari (timetabling tool).
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2.3. Substitution of courses
On this tab you can see all the courses included in your degree structure. You can suggest any
of these to be compensated either by another UVA course (Substitute) or by studies you have
taken in some other university previously (Write in a substituting course). If you later wish to
delete the suggested substitution you can do it on this same page.

2.3.1. Substitute -function
When choosing Substitute you will see buttons: Substitute with a course and Add completed
course or examination.
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Substitute with a course lets you to search all courses organized by the UVA. Here you can
suggest that the selected course that could substitute a course included in your degree
structure. This is done searching the course, ticking the box and pressing Add to study plan.
Add completed course or examination function allows you to view the courses you have
already completed that not yet have been added to the personal study plan. By clicking Select
you can suggest that the completed course could substitute a course in your degree structure.
This can be done for example in a situation where you have taken a course according to a
previous curriculum and the WebOodi system does not automatically recognize that the course
can substitute a course in your current study plan.

2.3.2. Write in a substituting course -function
By choosing this function you can write a free form explanation on what kind of substitution
you are suggesting. For example, you can mention that you have applied with the official form
for a certain course substitutions and that it has already been accepted. In this way the study
advisor checking the study plan is aware of the accepted course substitution.

NB! The eHops functions described here are not equivalent to the official application for
course substitution, which must be done according to the regulations given by the Faculty.

2.4. Other completed courses
On this page you can view all courses that you have completed, but which are not attached to
the personal study plan. In the Add to the HOPS column you can choose the module where you
want to include the course. In the drop-down list you can find all the modules that belong to
your degree structure. Confirm the selection by clicking the button Add to the HOPS on the far
right of the row.
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2.5. Advisors’ comments
Here you can see the comments that the study advisor has sent to you. For example, you can be
instructed to add a compulsory course to your study plan or receive some other comments.

3. Edit the degree structure
On this page you can return to change the degree structure. You can use this option if you want
to for example add or remove Other Studies module from your degree structure.

4. Written plans, arguments and objectives
Here you can write down goals connected to your study plan and later self-evaluation. Please
note that if you mark the “Visible to advisors” box, the text can be viewed by the study
advisors. Remember to save the entered text.

4. Set as primary
For each study right you can have only one primary study plan and maximum of three drafts.
Only the primary study plan can be sent for confirmation. You can set the study plan as primary
by clicking this button.
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4. Submit for approval

When you have finalized the study plan you can send it for approval. If you have not set the
HOPS as primary yet, here you will be asked to do so. You can change a draft to primary by
clicking Change. Next you must choose the recipient. Faculty study administration will inform
you about whom you should send your study plan for approval. You can also attach a message
for the study advisor. Before sending the study plan for approval you should read through and
accept the regulations. Finally, you can send the study plan by clicking Send for approval
button.
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You can cancel the sending later by clicking Cancel submission but only if the recipient has not
yet opened the study plan. If the study advisor sends the study plan back for you to revise it,
you can make changes. If the study advisor confirms the study plan, two copies are generated
automatically. The official pdf copy will show as confirmed and cannot be revised anymore.
However, there will also be another copy that can be revised later and used as an aid for
planning and following-up the studies.
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